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Energy absorption is a critical consideration in the design of porous structures design. This work studied the en-
ergy absorption mechanism of three porous structures (i.e. cubic, topology optimised and rhombic dodecahe-
dron) at the early stage of deformation. Stress distribution results, obtained by finite element modelling,
coupled with the investigation of the slip bands generated have been used to reveal the plasticity mechanism
and local stress concentrations for each structure. The topology optimised structure exhibits the best balance
of bending and buckling stress with a high elastic energy absorption, a low Young's modulus (~2.3 GPa) and a
high compressive strength (~58 MPa).
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In addition to their attractive properties such as light weight and
high strength, titanium alloys have been widely used as biomaterials
due to their relatively low Young's Modulus, good biocompatibility
and corrosion resistance [1–3].

Modern additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, such as selec-
tive laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM), are able to
produce the titanium porous implant with properties that mimic
those of bone [4–7]. In recent years AM-produced titanium porous
parts have attracted considerable research attention [8–18]. For exam-
ple, Cheng et al. [16] investigated the open cellular structures and retic-
ulated meshes of Ti–6Al–4 V alloy made by EBM and found that the
reticulated meshes had a higher specific strength (~113 MPa with the
porosity of 62%). Wang et al. [17] concluded that the AM-produced tita-
nium porous structures would play a significant part in future human
implants.

Driven by their ultra-low Young's Modulus and high strength, AM-
produced β-type titanium alloys containing non-toxic elements have
been emerging as the next generation candidate biomaterials [19,20].
Liu et al. [21] found that the SLM-produced β-type Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn
(Ti2448) porous specimens with topology optimised structures have
good ductility (~14%), high strength (~51 MPa) and a low density
(b1 g/cm3). Furthermore, Ti2448 porous structures exhibit super-
elasticity, which is known to reduce the fatigue crack growth rate via
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increasing the size of plastic zone at crack tip [22]. But the shape of po-
rous structure strongly affects the fatigue properties of porous parts.
Yavari et al. [23] found that the truncated cuboctahedron structure has
a higher fatigue life than the diamond structure at the same normalized
applied stress. Zhao et al. [24] concluded that the strut buckling contri-
bution and cyclic ratcheting rate are determined by the cell shape of po-
rous structures, thereby affecting their fatigue properties. Furthermore,
Bobbert et al. [25] found that the fatigue limit of porous structures can
be improved to 60% of their yield stress by adjusting the unit cell design.
A good porous structure can reduce stress concentrations and improve
mechanical properties by adjusting bending and buckling deformation
and optimizing plastic and elastic energy absorption [26,27].

Although theoretical frameworks have been established for the elas-
tic and plastic deformation of bulk parts, no such a framework currently
exists for porous structures based on the analysis of elastic and plastic
energy absorption for different unit cell shapes. As such, this work con-
centrates on super-elasticity, early plasticity and energy absorption in
different Ti2448 porous structuresmade by SLM. The stress distribution
and local stress concentration combined with the slip band generation
have also been studied.

Magics software (Materialize, Belgium) was used to produce three
different 3 × 3 × 3 unit cell structures (cubic, topology optimised [4]
and rhombic dodecahedron) using 3.33 × 3.33 × 3.33 mm3 unit cells
(i.e. overall size was 10 × 10 × 10 mm3) (Fig. 1). Each structure had a
nominal porosity of 80% and an as-built porosity of 75%. These porous
specimens were then manufactured using SLM in a Realizer SLM100
system, with a layer thickness of 50 μm, an input energy of 200 W and
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Fig. 1. The typical compressive stress-strain curves for three structures. The insets show
SLM-produced samples.
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a laser scan speed of 750 mm/s. The powder used was spherical Ti2448
with particle sizes of 45–106 μm, produced using electrode induction
melting gas atomization (EIGA). All the samples in this workwere proc-
essed in a single build. For the microstructural characterization, a spec-
imen of each porous structure was cold mounted in using Struers'
Epofix resin. The mounted specimens were ground and polished using
standard metallographic procedures and finished with 0.04μm colloidal
silica containing 30% hydrogen peroxide. Microstructural features were
investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a FEI Verios
XHR 460 in back-scatted electron (BSE) mode. Compressive tests were
Fig. 2. The stress-strain curves for multiple cyclic load-unloading curves and FEM results for th
strain curves at 1% strain level, (c) the stress-strain curves at 2% strain level and (d) the FEM s
performed on three samples for each group using an Instron 5982 ma-
chine at a strain rate of 0.1mm/min. Young'sModuli (E)weremeasured
using the unloading curves. Multiple loading tests from 1% to 6% strain
were conducted at the same strain rate. During each test, the specimen
was first loaded up to a 1% strain level, completely unloaded and then
loaded again to 2% strain. This was continued at 1% step up to 6% strain
(i.e. 6-cyclic loading-unloading tests on each sample). Finite element
modelling (FEM)was carried out using Comsol 4.2a software. Three dif-
ferent 3 × 3 × 3 unit cell models were used to study the stress distribu-
tion. The compressive load was loaded on the top surface of sample
paralleled to Z axis (i.e. the build direction). The bottom boundary was
fixed in the Z direction to simulate the effect of loading conditions and
the rest of the boundarieswere set as free, whichwas similar to the con-
ditions in uniaxial compressive testing.

The typical compressive stress-strain curves for three different
structures are shown in Fig. 1. Previous studies showed that similar
SLM-produced Ti2448 porous structures consisted of a single β phase
[19]. Therefore, it is expected that all three structures should also com-
prise of a singleβphase. Nevertheless, these three structures exhibit dif-
ferent levels of ductility. The topology optimised and cubic structures
have a similar first maximum compressive strength (~58 MPa and
~56 MPa, respectively). However, they undergo a very different defor-
mation strain before the first layer-wise failure occurs, with a value of
~15% and ~6% respectively. Zhao et al. [24] showed that in porous struc-
tures, the unit cell design affects the properties depending on the rela-
tive contribution of bending and buckling. For example, the cubic
structure displays low ductility because the deformation is dominated
by buckling; while under the same loading condition, the deformation
in the topology optimised structure is determined by both bending
and buckling. As the struts of cubic structure are parallel to loading di-
rection, there is little bending stress; while the angle between the struts
of topology optimised structure and loading direction is 45° [2], the to-
pology optimised structure has higher bending stress than the cubic
ree structures: (a) the stress-strain curves at a range of 1–6% strain levels, (b) the stress-
tress distribution at 1% strain level.



Fig. 3. The SEM-BSE images for the slip bands in three structures at different strain levels: (a) the rhombic dodecahedron sample at 1% strain level, (b) the rhombic dodecahedron sample at
2% strain level, (c) cubic sample at 2% strain level, and (d) the topology optimised sample at 2% strain level.
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structure. As bending contributes more to deformation, the topology
optimised structure undergoes more deformation than the cubic struc-
ture. Contrary to the cubic structure, the deformation of rhombic do-
decahedron structure is affected more by bending [24]. Clearly, there
is no evident layer-wise failures in rhombic dodecahedron structure,
Fig. 4. The energy absorption for three groups: (a) the diagrammatic sketch of energy absorpt
energy absorption.
therefore it displays the best ductility (N 30%) but the lowest strength
(~40 MPa) among the three structures.

Themultiple loading-unloading curves for three groups of structures
are shown in Fig. 2. All the sample groups were subjected to cyclic uni-
axial compressive loading with a gradually increasing total strain. The
ion, (b) the total energy absorption, (c) the plastic energy absorption, and (d) the elastic



Table 1
Compressive mechanical properties and phase constituents of additive manufactured titaniummaterials. EBM: electron beammelting; SLM: selective laser melting; E: Young's modulus
and σmax: maximum compressive strength.

Material Unit shape Method Porosity (%) Phase constituent E (GPa) σmax (MPa) Refs

Ti2448 Solid SLM – β ~53 ± 1 665 ± 18 [28]
Ti2448 G7 (Magics) EBM 70 α + β ~0.7 ± 0.1 35 ± 2 [30]
Ti6Al4V Dodecahedron SLM 75 α + β ~1.40 ~42.8 [31]
Ti6Al4V Rhombic dodecahedron EBM 75 α + β ~2 ~40 [32]
Ti2448 Rhombic dodecahedron SLM 75 β ~1.13 ~40 This work
Ti2448 Topology optimised SLM 75 β ~2.3 ~58 This work
Ti2448 Cubic SLM 75 β ~3.3 ~56 This work
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results show that these groups of samples have different recovery abil-
ities. In addition to the effect of the structure, the single β phase and
super-elasticity of Ti2448 alloy also contribute to the recovery ability
[22]. The rhombic dodecahedron structure exhibits a strong resilience
at 6% strain (Fig. 2 (a)). But this structure exhibits a small amount of
plastic strain after the first loading-unloading cycle (Fig. 2 (b)). More-
over, the area, overwhich slip bands form, increaseswith the increment
in cyclic strain level, that is the amount of slip bands at 2% cyclic strain is
greater than at 1% cyclic strain (Figs. 3 (a) and (b)). It is apparent that
the slip bands are concentrated at both the top and bottom of the
node in rhombic dodecahedron structure. The other two structures do
not exhibit significant plastic strain until after second loading-
unloading cycle at 2% strain (Fig. 2 (c)) and regionswith high stress con-
centration (indicated by the yellow arrows in Fig. 3 (c) and (d)) are
formed in the structures. FEM analysis (Fig. 3 (d)) provides insight
into the stress distribution for three structures under compression and
reveals the dominant causes for such a difference in mechanical behav-
iour. Clearly, the local stress is high at the node of rhombic dodecahe-
dron structure. The maximum stress of the rhombic dodecahedron
structure at 1% strain is ~786 MPa, which is not only higher than that
of the other two structures (482 MPa and 434 MPa for the topology
optimised and cubic structure, respectively), but also exceeds the
strength of the material (~665 MPa [28]). Figs. 3(b)–(d) show the slip
bands generated and their location after 2% cyclic strain. It is apparent
that these are forming in areas of high stress as predicted by the FEM
analysis (Fig. 2 (c)).

One of the key attributes of a porous structure is to absorb energy
when the stress and strain are less than the design limits [29]. For a
given porous structure, the total energy absorbed from displacement 0
to hmax can be calculated from [29]:

WT ¼
Z hmax

0
P hð Þdh ð1Þ

where WT is the total energy absorption and P is the loading force. The
elastic energy absorbed during the same deformation is given by:

WE ¼
Z hmax

h f

P hð Þdh ð2Þ

where WE is the elastic energy absorption and hf is the displacement
after unloading. The plastic energy absorptionWP is then calculated by:

WP ¼ WT−WE ð3Þ

This is shown schematically in Fig. 4 (a). At a given strain level, a
higher maximum stress results in higher total energy absorption,
which consists of both elastic and plastic energy absorption. The plastic
energy absorption is mainly a result of the generation andmovement of
dislocations or/and slip bands. Higher elastic energy absorption results
in better recovery after unloading. In Figs. 4 (b)-(d), total energy ab-
sorption, plastic energy absorption and energy absorption for three
structures are given under different strain levels ranging from 1% to
6%. It is clear that the rhombic dodecahedron structure exhibits the
lowest total energy absorption, as it has the lowest maximum stress
for each cycle. The rhombic dodecahedron structure exhibits the highest
absorbed plastic energy after the first cycle, which results from the high
local stress concentrations causing yielding at this strain (Fig (b) and
(d)). However, at higher strains, it has the lowest absorbed plastic en-
ergy (Fig. 4 (c)). The topology optimised and cubic groups have a similar
total energy absorption but a different plastic and elastic energy absorp-
tion. Specifically, the topology optimised structure presents a lower
plastic and higher elastic energy absorption compared with the cubic
structure. Table 1 compares the mechanical properties including
Young's Modulus and maximum compressive strength for different
structures produced by both EBM and SLM using different materials.
The properties of the porous structures can be adjusted by changing
the unit shape to achieve optimalmechanical properties. An ideal struc-
ture should meet the requirements of high strength, low Young's mod-
ulus and high elastic recovery ability. Comparison of the structures in
current and previous work reveals that the topology optimised struc-
ture is best in terms of all these properties.

In summary, the difference in energy absorption for the three struc-
tures studied is primarily a result of the difference in stress distribution
and local stress concentrations. The local stress concentrationswere an-
alyzed using finite element modelling, and the generation of slip bands
associated with plastic energy absorption in different structures has
been studied after different strain levels using cyclic loading-
unloading test. The topology optimised structure is identified as an in-
teresting candidate for future implant applications due to its high en-
ergy absorption ability.
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